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Abstract: Today Cyber-attacks are rapidly increasing with large amount of informative data and it is being
captured and processed by many security technologies. It becomes computationally inaccurate to analyze such
big data for successful decision making systems. The recent explosion of data set size has triggered the
development of a number of big data platforms; Massive data poses a great challenge for data analytics
algorithms. Many research works are focused in this area. In all the security infrastructures, Network Intrusion
Detection Systems (NIDS) have grown a standard and in separable component. The core idea of this paper is
to enhance the performance of IDS by preparing the standard data set based on feature selection from the
anomaly activity of the network users and classify whether the user is normal or anomaly. For experimental
analysis, we have used Kddcup’99 dataset. The network behavior of the dataset was analyzed with hadoop
framework using feature selection and C4.5 classification. The proposed system improves the IDS performance
and its capability is to provide quick response to various types of network attacks.
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INTRODUCTION ATTACK. As an important preprocessing of traffic

Fashions  and  Developments  in  technology,  such subset that has the lowest dimension and also retains
as Internet of Things (IoT) devices, Cloud Infrastructures, classification accuracy so as to optimize the specific
Ecommerce and healthcare are allowing for unimaginable evaluation criteria.
and massive access of unstructured data. Machine Current feature selection methods can be filter and
learning  may  be  more  suitable  if  the data at high wrapper. Filter methods make a selection on the basis of
volume  and  deeper  analysis  is required to make the characteristics of the dataset itself. The selection may
powerful decision making. Some of the promising area be fast but it leads to poor performance [2]. Wrapper
where the Machine Learning [1] plays vital role across methods takes subsequent classification algorithm as the
industries  are  Ecommerce,   Healthcare,  financial evaluation index, it achieves high classification accuracy
services, energy conservation, feedstock and utilities. but result in very low efficiency for large amount of
Securing the IT infrastructure from novel attack turns in computation. Big Data is useful to the computational data
to  the  major domain. Recently Network intrusion or information that can’t be analyzed or handled using a
detection systems have grown a predominant section in traditional machine learning tools and techniques. Big
all the security infrastructures. IDS are commonly Data is having the capability of computational data that is
implemented using statistical, rule, state diagram and too fast, massive or too hard to process. Massive data
probabilistic techniques where detection of novel attacks can be generated from the client server applications which
is low. are known as sensors, retails, e-commerce, financial

Network traffic classification [2] refers to the sectors, medical repositories, etc. It also refers to the
classification of the bidirectional TCP/UDP flows architectures which were designed or developed to store,
generated by network communications according to the capture, process and run volumes of data in lesser
application types such as WWW, P2P, FTP and computational time in real time.

classification, the feature selection aims to select a feature
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The Big Data analytics [3] is highlighted in the
following way. First, the technological advances are
based on memory usage, data processing and scrutiny of
Big Data include handling high volume data with
decreasing cost of storage and CPU power , the effective Fig. 1: Typical Machine Learning Solution
usage of storage management for flexible computation and
storage and Distributed computing systems through All machine learning projects will keep track of data
flexible parallel processing with the development of new capturing, cleansing, processing and analysis apart from
frameworks such as Hadoop. And also Big Data concrete learning models and procedures used to resolve.
frameworks such as Hadoop ecosystem, No SQL Classic machine learning are performed the following they
databases efficiently handles complex queries, analytics are factorization, training and Model Evaluation. Fig. 1
and finally Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) which is below explains the progression of a machine learning
complex in conventional data warehouses. These solution.
technological changes have shaped a number of A lot of tools [ ] may be used by analysts to handle
improvements from conventional analytics and Big Data difficult queries and execute machine learning algorithms
analytics. on Hadoop. It also includes Pig (scripting language for

In order to solve the foresaid problems, in this paper, complex queries), Hive (SQL-friendly query language) and
we have used Backward feature elimination [4] and Mahout or RHadoop (machine learning algorithms for
Forward feature construction. Finally, the optimal feature Hadoop). Recent frameworks like Spark 4 were designed
subset is taken as the ideal feature set for intrusion to increase the effectiveness of machine learning
detection  classification  using  decision tree approach. algorithms that frequently reprocess a functioning of data
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2gives by improving the effectiveness of complex data analytics
the general overview of machine learning , Hadoop and algorithms.
the importance of feature selection. Next, Section 3, Proficient learning from data always necessitates
describes the proposed system including preprocessing, multipart architectures including mechanisms and
classification in hadoop framework. Finally Section 4 and techniques for collection of data, processes and potential
5 discusses experimental results and conclusion analysis [8]. The free access data security community is
respectively. prolific, with the aim of many more decisions to be made

Related Works: In research background , the selection of impressions are extensively embraced in all the
machine learning methods [1] or precise algorithms will be multidisciplinary exploration [8], the need of facilitating
based on variety of factors; typically it all depends on the the learning tasks is also more important.
requirements of the particular project and development Due to the significant effect on the performance
team endorsed. The prioritization of these factors will be network traffic selection in the current big data
dependent on Scalability, Speed, Coverage, Usability and environment, the feature selection has become a key
Extensibility. Machine Learning is wisdom from available research area in such fields as machine learning, data
occurrences or instances to formulate concrete mining and pattern recognition [2]. The intension of
predictions for future directions. This is fully designed on feature selection is to decide a subset of features for
making models from data instances for powerful decision enhancing the prediction accuracy or minimizing the size
making. The machine learning models may be of these like: of the structure without reducing prediction accuracy of

Supervised learning (To forecast an effect by training criterion [6], mutual information [6], information gain [8]
the already available data and testing data) and correlation [5], but it omits all features that do not
Unsupervised learning (Finding useful information achieve good accuracy. Wrappers may produce better
from hidden patterns , computing correlations and results, they are expensive to run. Recently, more and
similarities from raw data) more research shows that the Map Reduce computational
Semi-supervised Learning (Combining the fore said model is suitable for processing jobs with large amounts
learning models for well behaved predictions) of data but uncomplicated computation. In terms of
Reinforcement learning (How to maximize the complex computation, like the wrapper methods with much
effectiveness of analyzing by trying different actions iteration, the Map Reduce framework has inferior
to maximize the reward) execution efficiency.

for fruitful analysis. Progressively machine learning

the classifier. The filter approach operates like F-score
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Intrusion Detection Data Set Challenges: Intrusion the intrusion detection system. 41 various quantitative
detection based on machine learning and big data always and qualitative features from the KDD 99 dataset features
paying attention on data processing for large volume and were taken as input for processing. Backward feature
optimization. Mostly unobserved and skipped area of the elimination, Forward feature construction was used to
IDS is the strong basis of preprocessing mechanisms [] identify the features as well as classify the normal and
instead of development of techniques for the analytics. intruder from the KDD instances. Due to the enormous
The raw data collected from sources are not suitable to need for the feature selection strategies, this paper tries to
process for many machine learning and this may lead to address feature selection methods such as backward
inaccurate[9] predictions . The quality of data makes the elimination, Forward selection Backward elimination: In
predictions more accurate otherwise abuse activities may contrast to the forward selection strategy, the backward
be missed or deviated to massive impacts over the elimination strategy starts with the complete attribute set
internet and security frameworks. According to the size of as initial subset and iteratively (and also heuristically)
the data, the data is not enough the predictions may be removes attributes from that subset, until no performance
wrong and it is too big the learning may feel hurdle to gain can be achieved by removing another attribute.
handle. Forward selection initially uses only attribute subsets

The primary step in selecting big data frameworks which exactly one attributes. Then additional attributes
whether the data is scalable and heterogeneous in nature, are added heuristically, until there is no more performance
processing requires more computation and gain by adding an attribute. Both of the methods are
optimization[10], efficient storage management and handled carefully Hadoop eco system.
finding the complexities decision making]. Big Data refers
to managing the data at large and significantly enhance C4.5 Algorithm: Machine learning algorithms are used
the data analytics of conventional data processing and in for developing classification models, from which decision
turn it will give a boom to data mining and machine tree [9] is found to be the suitable classifier for intrusion
learning. classification. The detailed step by step procedure of the

Proposed System: This section briefs the Pre processing refer [15], [16] to become an expertise in this field. The
of KDD dataset for selecting the ideal feature set and gain ratio, defines the proportion of useful information
decision tree based classification algorithm using C4.5 for generated by split, i.e., that categorizes the attribute which
detecting anomaly from the network behaviors. Increase is helpful for classification at each level. 
in number of sophisticated targeted threats and fast
development in data, the analysis of data become too Information Gain: Imagine selecting one case at random
difficult and security of that data is limited using existing from a set S of cases and announcing that it belongs to
security technology [10]. some class Cj. The probability that an arbitrary sample

The main objective of data mining techniques is to belongs to class Cj is estimated by;
find knowledge from large datasets. The discovered
knowledge supports in decision making systems. (1)
However, most of the optimization models are not
designed for parallel computational environments and the where | S | denotes the number of samples in the set S and
parallelization of the traditional algorithms[9] is difficult to the information it conveys is -log2 Pi bits. The information
implement and non-trivial. The decision tree is one of the gain, Gain(X , T ) , is then defined as;
key areas in data mining technologies. Current researchers
on decision tree algorithm mainly focus on optimizing the Gain(X, T) = Info(T) – Info(X, T)
efficiency, but not the data processing capability. As the
development of the networking and real-time applications
increases, the volumes of data also increase exponentially. (2)
In order to solve these issues, a parallel distributed
decision tree framework using Hadoop framework is used Gain Ratio Criterion: The notion of information gain
to handle massive data. introduced earlier tends to favor attributes that have a

Preprocessing of Data Set: 10% subset of KDD-99 attribute D that has a distinct value for each record, then
dataset [11] was given for analyzing the performance of Info(D, T) is 0, thus Gain(D, T) is maximal.

decision tree is specified below. The researcher may also

large number of values. For example, if we have an
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To compensate for this, it was suggested in [2] to use giving the least decrease of performance is finally
the following ratio instead of gain. Split info is the removed from the selection. For each removed attribute,
information due to the split of T on the basis of the value the performance is estimated. Then a new round is started
of the categorical attribute D, which is defined by; with the modified selection. The iteration runs as long as

(3) The Forward Selection [6] starts with an empty

And the gain ratio is then calculated by; unused attribute of the given Data Set. For each added

(4) giving the highest increase of performance is added to the

The gain ratio, expresses the proportion of useful selection. The iteration runs as long as there is any
information generated by split, i.e., that appears helpful increase in performance.
for classification. For obtaining decision rules from the The KDD cup training dataset is stored in hadoop file
classification using map reduce. The rolls of hadoop in system. Using Fsck command the number of blocks for
analysis are as follows. In hadoop name node is the node the input dataset is verified. Using Hive queries the KDD
where actual data to be stored, in data node the actual cup dataset is converted into table. Classification
data processing will be done. Secondary node always algorithm is written in java with the core functionality of
maintains the Meta data. Job trackers identify the input entropy calculation (for class label and attribute),
file and allocate the job to idle node to process and give choosing the attribute, decision tree, node creation. These
the result. Task tracker tells the task which are running class files are created as jar and executed using script.
currently. C4.5 decision tree is constructed on each cluster

Map Reduce [10] is based on three stages, namely according to forward selection and backward elimination.
map, shuffle and reduce. In map stage, the map or The decision tree on each cluster refines the decisions by
mapper’s job is to process the KDD dataset which is learning the subgroups within the cluster. To obtain a
stored in the HDFS. The input file is passed to the mapper final decision on classification, the decisions of the C4.5
function line by line. The mapper processes the data and methods are combined for identifying novel attack
creates several small chunks of data. The reduce stage is characterization. The learning processes usually optimize
the  combination  of  the Shuffle and the Reduce stage. the model to make it fit the training data as well as
The Reducer’s job is to process the data that comes from possible.
the mapper. After processing, it produces a new set of The performance metrics used for the experiment is
output, which will be stored in the HDFS. Map is written accuracy, how close a measured value is to the true value.
according to input pair and produces a set of intermediate It expresses the correctness of a measurement and
key / value pairs. It also allows the jobs execution in precision, the closeness of the set of values obtained from
parallel and this makes data processing speed of learning identical measurements of a quantity. It represents the
algorithms. Reducer collects all the intermediate results reproducibility of a measurement. From the below table, it
and gives meaningful set of rules with the available shows that Execution time increases based on the
activities. These activities are the base for further analysis selection of feature. When compared to hadoop
and predictions i.e. the known and unknown attack framework, the analytics learns the behavior from the
categories. pattern and it gradually decreasing the execution time. 

Experimental Results and Discussions: The experiment selection strategies based on the performance metric
is carried out with the Hadoop Eco system. The Hadoop accuracy and precision. Based on the comparison of the
framework with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) values obtained backward elimination strategy performs
allows the developers for keeping huge data and the Map better than other two for the KDD dataset. The feature
Reduce training model for both distributed and selection strategy may vary according to the nature of
parallelized for machine learning, data mining, text mining, dataset and processing methodologies. Even though the
predictive analytics and business analytics. attack categorization falls in to Denial of Service (DOS),

In Backward Elimination [6], starts with the full set of remote to user (R2L), User to root (U2L) and probing,
attributes and, in each round, it removes each remaining attack symptoms could be maintained for identifying
attribute of the given Dataset Set [11]. The attribute dynamic attack and novel attack classification.

there is any increase in performance. 

selection of attributes and, in each round, it adds each

attribute, the performance is estimated. The attribute

selection. Then a new round is started with the modified

Fig. 2 conveys the comparison of the two feature
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Table 1: Performance of Feature selection based IDS
Feature Selection Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Execution Time (sec) with Hadoop Speed up (%) based on Hadoop
C4.5 89.6 90.3 115 4.2
Backward elimination 96.7 94.6 98 7.4
Forward selection 92.3 91.2 158 5.6

Fig. 2: Comparison of Feature selection based IDS and Selection, in IEEE Transactions on Pattern

CONCLUSION 6. Mao,  K.Z.,  2004.  Orthogonal   forward  selection

The recent industry approach is fully focused on real subset selection, in IEEE Transactions on Systems,
time detection and it unable to find ideal feature set, Man   and   Cybernetics,   Part   B  (Cybernetics),
individuality of attack detection and Prevention 34(1): 629-634.
strategies. As elaborated, Big Data Analytics currently 7. Fayed, H.A. and A.F. Atiya, 2009. A Novel template
tackles a number of practical restrictions like selecting the reduction  approach  for the-nearest neighbor
number of data nodes according to the size of the data, method. IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks,
effective writing practice of map reducer coding and 20(5): 890-96.
advance research work is essential for building an 8. Kolias,  V.,   C.   Kolias,   I.   Anagnostopoulos  and
operational solution. In our proposed work, we have E. Kayafas 2014. Rule MR: Classification rule
developed IDS with Hadoop data platform in turn to discovery with MapReduce. In 2014 IEEE
analyze large volumes of network traffic. We believe that International Conference on Big Data (Big Data).
big data have considerable promise, there are tremendous Washington: DC. 2014, pp: 20-8.
and prospective challenges can be overcome to recognize 9. Wang, R., Y.L. He, C.Y. Chow, F.F. Ou and J. Zhang,
its true potential. Big data analysis framework based on 2015. Learning ELM-tree from big data based on
hadoop for dealing the targeted attack using classification uncertainty  reduction.  Fuzzy  Sets  and  Systems,
algorithm based on effective feature selection will surely 258: 79-100.
paves a way to enhance the detection capabilities of the 10. Del Río, S., V. López, J.M. Benítez and F. Herrera,
anomaly detection accuracy. 2014. On the use of MapReduce for imbalanced big
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